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• All-in-one Control

• Smart Wash

• Speed Shot

• Colour: Black

• Dimensions:
(W) 686 mm
(H) 984 mm 
(D) 796 mm

ALL-IN-ONE CONTROL* SMART CONTROL SMART WASH SPEED SHOT

Smart Control
Smart Control gives you the freedom to control and monitor 
your washing from anywhere using the Samsung Smart Things 
app.* Use the app to start or pause the machine, keep an eye on 
program selections, track your washing cycle and even setup 
automatic alerts to remind you when your washing is done. 

Speed Shot
Wash a load of cotton garments in just 30 minutes* using 
Speed Shot. This innovative feature shoots powerful jets of 
water infused with detergent, which rapidly penetrate the fabric 
of clothes and removes even stubborn dirt. This is followed 
by a shot of clean water into the fabric to quickly extract more 
detergent residue. This helps you wash and rinse a whole load 
efficiently and save time.

*All-in-one Control is only available when a clothes dryer is stacked up on the washer and connected by a wire. *Download and installation of SmartThings app is required.  Samsung Account required. Available on 
Android and iOS devices. For interoperability through SmartThings, all the devices should be registered with a single Samsung Account. Auto Cycle Link is only available when both the washer and dryer have AI Con-
trol and Wi-Fi connected. Apps and services are subject to change without notice. Data, subscription and other charges may apply. **Auto Cycle Link is only available when both the washer and dryer have AI Control 
and Wi-Fi connected. *Actual results may vary depending on individual use. **AI Wash holds detergent for up to 1 month’s washing, based on the average of 4 loads per week. May vary depending on the washing load 
and settings. *Based on internal testing using a Cotton course at 40°C with a DOE 3kg load. Results may vary depending on the actual usage conditions.

All-in-one Control*
Control two machines using one simple, intelligent control to 
suit your needs.* Simply stack the clothes dryer up on the 
washer, select which machine you want to use and turn the 
central dial to choose a course. Then press the start button to 
begin the washing or drying cycle. With one control to use 
either machine, you can eliminate the need to stretch or bend 
to access the controls, creating an easier washer or dryer 
experience.

Smart Wash
Get excellent washing results* with less waste and without 
extra effort.** Smart Wash uses four types of sensors to sense 
the weight of the laundry. It then calculates the optimal 
amount of water and detergent and dispenses it automatically. 
The turbidity sensor also monitors the level of soiling during 
the wash. If necessary, it adds more detergent or increases the 
rinsing time.

30min.
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